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tate-sized condos, the kind of unit popular
among offshore buyers who like room for
family. One Sotheby's International Realty
is handling sales and starts presentations at
its recently opened Mexico City office in
April, says Kapoor.
"Many countries in Latin America,
Europe and other regions go through
cycles, when their economies are hot and
they're looking to deploy cash overseas, or
when there's political or economic stability
and there's capital flight," says Kapoor. "In
Mexico, the economy has been rising, and
there's a certain amount of political un
certainty, which are both driving affluent
buyers to look in South Florida."
Kapoor says his team also is talking
with clients from the United Kingdom,
as that country grapples with exiting the
European Union. Plus, they plan to seek
buyers from Colombia and Chile among
other Latin American nations that have
long viewed South Florida as a safe hub
for businesses and homes.
U.S. IMMIGRATION POLITICS WEIGHS
Still, luxury real estate doyen Audrey
Ross doesn't see foreign b uyers rushing
in. Ross often uses Gables Estates and
the multi-million-dollar homes sold there

as a barometer for business. In the past
three years, she figures just three of the
dozen-plus sales in Gables Estates went to
overseas clients - with none sold to offshore
customers during the past 12 months.
A stronger dollar is part of the reason,
because it makes prices higher in other
currencies. Yet politics also weighs, she
says. "There's some latent predisposition
for offshore buyers to be skeptical about
the political situation in the U.S., feeling
that policies are not as friendly," says Ross,
who leads the Audrey Ross team working
with luxury real estate group Compass.
"They simply don't know that the doors
are going to be as wide open [as always]
and are going to stay that way."
lrnmigration lawyer Deidre Nero
knows those concerns firsthand. "The
feeling that this administration is an
ti-immigrant is turning people off. That's
discouraging," Nero says. She's seen a
decline in U.S. approvals for legal immi
gration, from tourist to student to work
visas, partly because of longer processing
times and more stringent vetting. Even
marriage-based green cards can take up
to three times longer to obtain under the
Trump administration, she says.
"People don't buy residential real
estate to obtain a visa," says ero. "People

come to the U.S. to open businesses, to go
to school or to visit regularly. [But] they
want to purchase homes, because they
need a place to stay. So, immigration policy
affects real estate across the board."
NEW YORKERS HELP BUOY SALES
Some of the drop in foreign buyers is be
ing offset by ortheasterners seeking res
idences in low-tax states after changes to
the tax law under the Trump administra
tion. But the market so far is relying more
on local residents to fill the gap, either to
switch homes or to make an investment.
A 2018 survey by research firm Ben
dexin &Amandi International and the
Miami Herald illustrates that trend. The
poll of 100 top real estate insiders estimat
ed foreign buyers made up just 26 percent
of the Miami-Dade housing market last
year, down from a whopping 56 percent in
2015. Local buyers soared to 43 percent,
while out-of-town buyers inched up to 18
percent over the period, the survey says.
Coral Gables had not traditionally
been a top destination for many orth
easterners - and indeed, some foreign
buyers - who sought condo in walkable
areas, especially in Miami Beach, seaside
Sunny Isles or bayfront Miami. Many
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